B-5
STAFF REPORT

MEETING
DATE:

November 13, 2018

TO:

City Council
NUSD Board of Trustees

FROM:

David Dammuller, Senior Engineer
Russ Thompson, Public Works Director

922 Machin Avenue
Novato, CA 94945
415/ 899-8900
FAX 415/ 899-8213
www.novato.org

PRESENTER: Russ Thompson, Public Works Director
SUBJECT:

UPDATE ON CITY / SCHOOL DISTRICT HOUSING PROJECT PURSUANT
TO EXECUTED MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

REQUEST
Receive an update of the status, schedule, and preliminary findings of the initial site characterization
studies of the proposed housing site.
RECOMMENDATION
Receive the information about the on-going study of the site for development purposes.
DISCUSSION
Novato Unified School District and the Novato City Council recently approved a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) to begin the exploration of a workforce housing development for public employees
of the City, Novato Police Department, Novato Unified School District and Novato Fire District
employees (See Attachment 1).
NUSD owns a parcel of approximately 21 acres of undeveloped land on San Andreas Drive and the City
of Novato owns an adjacent parcel of approximately 4 acres. NUSD and the City have identified this
property as potentially suitable for the development of this type of housing. The MOU lays out the process
for the City and School District to work together to develop greater knowledge and understanding of the
needs of employees, neighborhood compatibility, the feasibility of using the District Property and/or the
City Property for Housing and methods for, and feasibility of, funding, developing and administering the
Housing. Moving forward we have started the preliminary feasibility study of the property, and the District
continues to have conversations with the community and stakeholders as the project continues to develop,
and next steps are determined.
Based on the terms of the approved Memorandum of Understanding the city staff is proceeding with the
initial studies of the site. The following is the list of current consultants under contract performing the
studies to characterize the site:
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Study Focus

Consultant

Contract Cost

Completion Date

Archaeological Assessment Garcia & Assoc.

$ 8,910

November 01, 2018

Biological Constraints

WRA

$ 9,000

December 07, 2018

Phase 1 Environmental

To Be Determined

$ TBD

December 19, 2018

Geotechnical Feasibility

Miller Pacific

$ 2,800

December 07, 2018

Land Survey

Cinquini and Assoc. $16,971

November 30, 2018

Total Fees for Outside Contracts =

$37,681

Note: See Attachments 2 thru 5 for scope of work for each contract.
Staff with the city Community Development Department are reviewing the current zoning and
development review requirements for the project.
The school district property is zoned R4-PD.

Name:

Medium Density Detached Residential – Planned District

The R4 zoning district is intended for areas appropriate for the development of single family homes. The
maximum allowable residential density ranges from 4.1 to 7.0 dwelling units per acre. The R4 zoning
district is consistent with the Medium Density Detached land use designation of the General Plan.
While duplexes (two family dwelling units) are allowed in this zoning category, multi-family dwellings
are not permitted in the R4 zone. Should an attached housing product (townhomes, apartments, stacked
flat condominiums, etc.) a general plan change and zoning modification would be required.
The following standards apply to the R4 zone:
•
•
•
cc18-206

6,000 square foot minimum lot size,
50-feet wide minimum
75-feet deep minimum
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•
•
•

40% maximum building coverage
50% floor area ratio
30-feet maximum building height

The PD zoning district is applied to large parcels capable of being developed as an integrated community
neighborhood, with appropriate public services, infrastructure, and neighborhood convenience retail and
services. The PD zoning district allows flexibility in site planning and development standards to encourage
developments that are sensitive to natural resources and surrounding community context. An approved
Master Plan constitutes a rezoning and zoning text amendment for a particular site. Where provisions of
the Master Plan conflict with other provisions of the city Zoning Ordinance, the Master Plan shall control
pursuant to Section 19.02 of the Zoning Code. It is anticipated this will be the case for this site.
The City Property is zoned P-PL.

Name:

Public - Parkland

The Parkland zoning district is applied to areas suitable for public parks, playgrounds and other outdoor
recreation uses. The PL zoning district is consistent with the Parkland designation in the General Plan.
Development standards for projects within the PL district are determined through project review and
approval, and allowed uses are parks and playgrounds, community gardens, nature preserves, health and
fitness facilities, community centers, and recycling facilities to name a few.
The future project will be processed by the City in the same fashion as a private land development project,
whereby the applicant submits a Master Plan of Development, Tentative Map and any required rezoning
(if needed).
PUBLIC OUTREACH
A noticed public outreach meeting was held on September 19, 2018 by the Novato Unified School District,
attended by city staff, with the San Marin Improvement Association. There were approximately 50
residents who attended the meeting, where NUSD provided a brief presentation on the housing concept.
Both District and city staff discussed the general concept of the project concept. A question and answer
session was held after the presentations.
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Next Steps
Tonight’s meeting is only an initial progress update on the initial study of the site. A formal review of the
initial feasibility study documents will be conducted at a special public School Board meeting tentatively
scheduled for February 26, 2019 at the Novato Unified School District Board Room.
FISCAL IMPACT
The Novato Unified School District received two grants for the initial studies in the amounts of $23,000
from the Marin Community Foundation, and $23,000 from the Ginny & Peter Haas, Jr. Foundation. The
City of Novato has budgeted a $20,000 allocation from the Affordable Housing Fee fund. The District
will reimburse the City of Novato for the cost of preparing the initial study.
ALTERNATIVES
None
ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Executed Memorandum of Understanding
Archaeological Assessment Contract - Garcia & Associates
Biological Constraints Contract - WRA
Geotechnical Feasibility Contract - Miller Pacific
Land Survey Contract - Cinquini and Associates
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Attachment 1

B-5.1

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
REGARDING INVESTIGATION AND EXPLORATION OF POTENTIAL FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF JOINT WORKFORCE HOUSING
BY AND BETWEEN NOVATO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT AND THE CITY OF NOVATO
RECITALS

WHEREAS, the Novato Unified School District (“District”) and the City of Novato (the “City”)
jointly desire to investigate and explore the potential for development of joint workforce
housing for public employees (“Housing”), including, without limitation, District, City, Novato
Police Department and Novato Fire Protection District employees; and
WHEREAS, District owns about 21 acres of currently undeveloped land on San Andreas
Drive in the San Mann neighborhood which the District has identified as potentially
suitable for development of Housing (“District Property”); and
WHEREAS, City of Novato owns about 4 acres of currently undeveloped land adjacent to
the District Property, which the City wishes to investigate as to whether it may be legally
possible or potentially suitable for development of Housing (the “City Property”); and
WHEREAS, the current high and rising costs of housing in Novato and Mann County have
resulted in a limited and inadequate supply of housing units that create a barrier for
District and City of Novato employees to access housing they can afford near to their
places of employment; and
WHEREAS, the Parties jointly desire and intend to further investigate and explore the
possibility and feasibility of proposing and processing a Housing development on the
District and/or City Property in order to potentially provide additional housing which could
serve the needs of public employees in Novato; and
WHEREAS, the Parties jointly desire and intend to:
•

Compete to be among the most desirable employers in Mann County

•

Retain trained, experienced and talented employees

•

Attract top talent for future employment

•

Enhance staff’s work-life balance by providing housing near the workplace

•

Promote and facilitate community engagement by and with employees by providing
housing in the community they serve

•

Add value to the District and the City as a workplace

006209.0000
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•

Make the best use of available District and City resources to achieve the foregoing goals;
and

WHEREAS, the Parties require greater knowledge and understanding of the needs of
employees, the feasibility of using the District Property and/or the City Property for Housing,
neighborhood compatibility and methods for and feasibilIty of funding, developing and
administering the Housing; and
WHEREAS, since the spring of 2017, District Superintendent and staff have been researching
and gathering information on the possibility of developing the District Property for workforce
housing, including, though not exclusively, meeting with developers to understand the
possibilities for developing the District Property, meeting with local residents to learn their
concerns and to build consensus, and surveying District employees to understand their needs,
comprising over 100 hours of District time, as well as incurring costs for legal and other
professional consultation, toward evaluating and furthering Housing at the District Property.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto agree to the following:
1) Initial Feasibility and Technical Studies
a) The Mann Community Foundation and the Ginny & Peter Haas, Jr. Fund have each
generously donated $23,000 for a total of $46,000 and the City of Novato has
budgeted a $20,000 allocation to cover up to a total of $66,000 (“Available Funds”)
to be expended toward the costs of an Initial Feasibility Study and Technical Studies
(“Studies”) for the District Property and City Property as follows::
I)

Title Report, copies of all easements and relevant documents and review of
same as well as review and analysis of any existing restrictions which may exist
on use of the City Property;

ii) Boundary Survey and identification of encroachments;
iii) Aerial Topographic Survey;
iv) Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation;
v) Phase 1 Environmental Study;
vi) Biological Assessment;
vii) Archeological Records & Initial Surface survey;
b) It is anticipated that the Studies will be conducted between June-November 2018.
The City will be responsible for the coordination, contracting and completion of the

00620900001
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Feasibility Study through and to the extent of the Available Funds. In the event that
the Studies or any component thereof requires additional funding, the Parties shall
confer and negotiate in good faith, subject to each Party’s determination of its best
interests, toward funding the completion of the Studies or any of them.
2) Upon the completion of the Studies or as many thereof as are funded and completed,,
District and the City will negotiate in good faith with the mutual intention, if feasible and
deemed by each to be in its best interests, to collaborate on the following further steps:
a) Discuss and determine further administrative structures for possible development of
Housing, including, without limitation, potential engagement of a Housing Development
Manager to oversee and coordinate further work;
b) Analyze and evaluate methods/structures for financing, development and
administration of Housing, including, without limitation, methods of construction and
Housing management;
c) Analyze and evaluate policies for apportionment of the total number of Housing units in
the project between the Parties and determination of the criteria for eligibility of the
Housing;
U) Conduct public outreach and community communications;
e) Conduct workforce outreach and communications;
f)

Develop a schedule for further investigation, processing of necessary entitlements and
potential development of the Housing;

g) As the owner of the District Property which comprises approximately 80% of the
property being considered, the District will take the lead role in the foregoing steps.
Subject to the limitations and legal requirements as set forth hereinafter, the City, to
the extent possible, shall provide any reasonable assistance to the District in taking the
foregoing steps, as necessary due to the City’s interest in the City Property and its
interests in the Housing.
3) The Parties intend, and shalt take all reasonable steps, subject to the best interests of each
Party, as its governing body may determine, to accomplish the following goals within the
time set forth below.
a) June November 2018: Complete Feasibility and Technical Study steps described in
Section 1, above, and identify areas for further feasibility investigation and
development, if any.
-

006209.00001
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b) November December 2018: Commence the further steps described in Section 2, above,
and identify areas for further feasibility investigation and development, if any.
-

c) January 2019: Determine administrative structures and Project financing necessary and
appropriate for further development of Housing, including, without limitation, potential
engagement of a Housing Development Manager to oversee and coordinate further
work.
d) February-April 2019: Develop and agree upon policies for apportionment of the total
number of Housing units between the Parties and determination of eligibility for the
Housing if any shall be developed.

4) The Parties hereto agree and understand that this Memorandum of Understanding does not
bind either party to any particular use of the District Property or City Property or to make
either property available for the development of the contemplated Housing. No obligation is
implied or shall be inferred from the approval or execution of this Memorandum of
Understanding as to the suitability or availability of the District Property or City Property for
the construction of the contemplated Housing, including any obligation to expend or
encumber any funds not expressly specified in this Memorandum of Understanding, nor any
obligation to finance, develop or administer any housing, or to grant, sell, lease, license,
transfer or encumber any real property. The Parties hereto expressly understand and agree
that as the land use regulatory authority for any discretionary land use entitlement relating
to any proposed development of Housing on the District Property and/or the City Property,
the City is not by the approval and execution of this Memorandum of Understanding,
relinquishing its land use authority or pre-determining or committing to the approval of any
discretionary land use entitlement. It is understood and agreed that the City retains full
discretion to approve, approve with conditions or changes, deny or take any other action in
accordance with applicable law and that any and all applications for Housing will be processed
by the City, in accordance with the requirements of state and local law, including, but not
limited to, the California Environmental Quality Act, the Subdivision Map Act, the state
Planning and Zoning Law and the Novato Municipal Code.

5) The term of this Agreement shall be for two years, expiring May 22, 2020. This Agreement
may be terminated at any time, by either Party, in the event a Party determines in good
faith that its best interests cannot be served by continuing with the obligations in this
Agreement. Such early termination shall be effective only after the Parties have met
and conferred in good faith toward effecting the mutual intention expressed herein. In
no event shall early termination be deemed a breach of this Agreement, nor cause for
any claim of damages by either Party.
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6) This Agreement constitutes the entire Agreement between the parties with reference
to the subject matter hereof and all prior negotiations and understandings between the
parties are merged into, superseded and voided by this Agreement. No obligation is
implied or shall be inferred from this Agreement, including, without limitation, any
obligation to expend or encumber any funds not expressly specified herein, finance,
develop or administer any Housing, or grant, sell, lease, license, transfer or encumber
any real property.
7) Neither Party may assign or transfer this Agreement, or any part thereof, without the
prior written consent of the other Party.
8) This Agreement may not be altered, amended or modified or changed in any respect or
particular whatsoever except by a writing duly executed by all parties hereto.
9) This Agreement is by and between the parties named herein and no third party is intended
either by expression or implication to be benefited by this Agreement.
10) This Agreement shall be binding on all successors and assigns of the parties to this
Agreement.
11) Any forbearance on the part of a Party or its successor in interest, to enforce the terms and
provisions of this Agreement in the event of a breach shall not be deemed a waiver of the
Party’s right regarding any subsequent violation or breach.
12) If any of the provisions of this Agreement are found by a court of law to be of no force or
effect, the validity of all other provisions shall be unaffected.
13) Each Party has reviewed and revised, or had the opportunity to review and revise this
Agreement; accordingly, the normal rule of construction to the effect that any
ambiguities are to be resolved against the drafting Party shall not be employed in the
interpretation of this Agreement or any amendment of it.
14) Each person executing this Agreement represents that the execution of this Agreement
has been duly authorized by the Party on whose behalf the person is executing the
Agreement and that such person is authorized to execute the Agreement on behalf of
such Party.
15) Notices issued pursuant to this agreement shall be sent to the following addresses (or to a
subsequent address of which notice has been provided in writing):
If to District:

Jim Hogeboom, Superintendent
Novato Unified School District

006209.00001
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1015 Seventh Street
Novato, CA 94945

If to City:
Regan M. Candelario, City Manager
City of Novato
922 Machin Ave
Novato, CA 94945

fyato Unified School District

City Manager
City of Novato

006209.0000
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Attachment 2

B-5.2

Garcia and Associates
813 D Street
San Rafael, CA 94901
Phone: (415) 870-2980
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Date:
August 21, 2018
To:

Dave Dammuller, Senior Engineer, City of Novato

From:

Cassidy DeBaker, San Rafael Group Manager, and Mike Lenzi, Senior Archaeologist,
Garcia and Associates

Re:

Proposal to Provide Cultural Resources Services for the 26-acre Site along San Marin
Drive, City of Novato California.

SCOPE OF WORK
Garcia and Associates (GANDA) is pleased to submit this proposal to provide cultural resources services for
the City of Novato’s 26-acre Site for potential development, off San Marin Drive. Our scope of work is
presented below, and the proposed budget is attached.
Task 1A: Prepare ADI Map and Conduct Background Research


GANDA will prepare an Area of Direct Impacts (ADI) map based on the project description and
project maps provided by the City of Novato (City). The ADI will encompass the area where project
construction and ground disturbance will occur, including staging areas.



GANDA will conduct a records search at the Northwest Information Center of the California
Historical Resources Information System at Sonoma State University. The records search will
provide information regarding previously conducted cultural resource surveys and previously
recorded cultural resources within a 0.25-mile radius of the ADI. This research will also include a
review of the Office of Historic Preservation’s Historic Properties Inventory, historic maps, and
other documentation, as appropriate.



GANDA will contact the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) to request a search of
their sacred lands database and a list of Native American and other groups or individuals with
potential knowledge of cultural resources. Native American consultation will include written letters
to the appropriate representatives identified by NAHC and the City. We assume that the City will
conduct formal consultation as needed.



GANDA will contact the appropriate local historical societies or organizations to request
information regarding cultural resources located within the ADI or concerns regarding the proposed
project.



GANDA will conduct historic map and photographic research to document the history and
development of the ADI.



GANDA will complete a desktop geoarchaeological analysis of the ADI in order to present a
preliminary assessment of the sensitivity for the presence of buried prehistoric soils or deposits. This
desktop analysis will include an assessment of geological maps encompassing the ADI and a brief
1
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buried site sensitivity analysis, and may draw on any available geotechnical data from the client.
Task 1B: Conduct Field Survey


One GANDA archaeologist will conduct a field survey of the ADI, which will be documented with
field notes, digital photography, and a handheld sub-meter GPS unit.



GANDA assumes that no cultural resources, including prehistoric and historic-era archaeological
resources and built environment resources over 45 years old, will be identified within the ADI.
Should such resources be identified, GANDA will contact the City immediately and would be happy
to address the newly identified resources under a modified scope of work.

Task 1C: Prepare Cultural Resources Technical Report


GANDA will prepare a Cultural Resources Inventory Report to meet the requirements of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The report will include the results of the background
research on the environment, geology, history, ethnography, and prehistory of the region; the
methods and results of the investigation; the results of consultation efforts; and, the methods and
results of the field survey.



GANDA assumes that no cultural resources will need to be recorded on Department of Parks and
Recreation 523 forms or evaluated for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources.



GANDA will complete an internal technical review of the draft report prior to submittal to the City
and will address one round of comments on the draft report from the City. GANDA will submit a
copy of the final report to the City, and to the Northwest Information Center.

Task 2: Native American Consultation (Supplemental)


GANDA will participate in one Native American consultation meeting, upon request from the City.

Assumptions


GANDA assumes that the report will need to comply with CEQA only and will not address the
requirements of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.



This scope of work does not include the development of CEQA mitigation measures, but we would
be pleased to conduct this work under a modified scope and budget.



This scope of work includes a field survey only and does not address additional identification efforts
such as archaeological testing.



All work will be conducted on a time and materials basis.

2
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GARCIA AND ASSOCIATES - PROJECT COST ESTIMATE
PREPARED FOR
David Dammuller, Senior Engineer
Public Works Department, City of Novato
922 Machin Avenue, CA 94945
Phone: (415) 899-8953

Date Prepared:
8/20/2018

Prepared By:
ML

PROJECT TOTAL
$
8,309.00

Approved By:
CD

TASK TYPE

TASK 1
Cultural Resources Investigation
T&M

APN 124-01-08 and 09
LABOR HOURS
TECHNICAL STAFF
PM V -- Principal Scientist
PM IV -- Associate Principal Scientist
PM III -- Senior Scientist
PM II -- Environmental Scientist
SS V -- Specialist V
SS IV -- Specialist IV

Staff Initials

SS III -- Specialist III
TECHNICAL STAFF SUBTOTAL
SUPPORT STAFF
GRA II -- Graphics Supervisor
GIS III -- Sr. GIS Specialist
WP IV -- Sr. Technical Editor
CA III -- Contract Administrator
CA I -- Project Accountant
SUPPORT STAFF SUBTOTAL
LABOR HOURS TOTAL
LABOR COST
TECHNICAL STAFF
PM V -- Principal Scientist
PM IV -- Associate Principal Scientist
PM III -- Senior Scientist
PM II -- Environmental Scientist
SS V -- Specialist V
SS IV -- Specialist IV
SS III -- Specialist III
TECHNICAL STAFF SUBTOTAL
SUPPORT STAFF
GRA II -- Graphics Supervisor
GIS III -- Sr. GIS Specialist
WP IV -- Sr. Technical Editor
CA III -- Contract Administrator
CA I -- Project Accountant
SUPPORT STAFF SUBTOTAL
LABOR COST TOTAL

TASK 2 (Supplemental)
Native American Consultation
T&M

CD

4.00

8.00

RF

16.00

4.00

JM

40.00
60.00

12.00

8.00
6.00
2.00
3.00
19.00
79.00

12.00

592.00
1,248.00
2,720.00
4,560.00

1,184.00
312.00
1,496.00

816.00
516.00
198.00
195.00
1,725.00
6,285.00

1,496.00

Staff Initials
KK
CS
CG
BH

SS IV - OT hours only

Hourly Rate
181.00
148.00
126.00
106.00
93.00
78.00
117.00
68.00
Hourly Rate
75.00
102.00
86.00
99.00
65.00

[CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE]
OTHER DIRECT COSTS
IN-HOUSE EQUIPMENT
GANDA Vehicles
GANDA Vehicle Mileage
GPS with submeter accuracy (Trimble XMs, GeoXTs)
GPS sub-3 meter accuracy (Trimble JUNO, GeoExplorer III)
GPS, recreation grade (1-5 m) (Garmins)
Ground-penetrating Radar
Geographic information Systems (GIS) Workstation
Graphics workstation
IN-HOUSE EQUIPMENT SUBTOTAL
REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES
Personal Vehicle Mileage
Records search
Rental Car
Lodging
Expendable Supplies
REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES SUBTOTAL
OTHER DIRECT COSTS SUBTOTAL
FEE ON OTHER DIRECT COSTS
OTHER DIRECT COSTS TOTAL

Rate
$50 / day
$0.37 / mi
$45 / day
$14.50 / day
$6.50 / day
$205 / day
$7.50 / hr
$2.50 / hr

-

Rate
$0.545 / mi

30.00
450.00

480.00
480.00
48.00
528.00

10%

[Rounded]
# UNITS
TASK NTE
PROJECT TOTAL $

TASK 2
T&M

TASK 1
T&M
TASK SUBTOTAL

-

6,813.00
6,813.00

1,496.00
1,496.00

6,813.00

1,496.00

8,309.00
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Attachment 3

B-5.3

5 SAN ANDREAS DRIVE PROJECT
BIOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS ASSESSMENT
SCOPE OF WORK AND ESTIMATED BUDGET

Prepared for:
David Dammuller
Senior Engineer
Public Works
City Of Novato
922 Machin Ave
Novato, CA 94945
WRA Project No. 28220
August 27, 2018
PURPOSE
This scope of work describes the work to be performed by WRA for use by the City of Novato (“Client”)
in conducting a Biological Constraints Analysis of the two parcels (APN’s 124-01-08 and 124-01-09;
“Study Area”) with a total area of approximately 24-acres, located at 5 San Andreas Drive south of San
Marin Drive within the City of Novato, California. WRA will evaluate the baseline biological resources
present within the Study Area that may be considered during future California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) review and natural resource regulatory agency approvals for development of the site.
WORK PRODUCTS
The following work products and services are anticipated as part of this scope of work:
•

A Biological Constraints Report which summarizes the GIS analyses and mapping for evaluation
of biological constraints. The report will be prepared as a document for Client review and use to
support development planning.

•

One onsite meeting and one phone conference with the City.

SCOPE OF WORK
Task 1: Biological Constraints Assessment
A Biological Constraints Assessment will evaluate existing and potential sensitive biological resources
within the Study Area for the purposes of project planning. Our approach to complete the Biological
Constraints Assessment includes the following:

14

•

Prior to the site visit, a search of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) county list, CDFW
Natural Diversity Database, and California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Online Inventory will be
conducted to determine what sensitive species and/or sensitive biological communities potentially
occur within or in the vicinity of the Study Area. Based on this search, and a review of other
CDFW lists and publications, a list of potential sensitive species recorded in the Study Area vicinity
will be generated.

•

One site visit will be conducted at the property. The Study Area will be traversed on foot and the
biological communities will be assessed to determine suitability for special-status species
identified in the database and literature search. Any sensitive biological communities such as
streams, riparian woodlands, and native grasslands will be mapped, if present.

•

A wetland assessment will be conducted a part of the Biological Constraints Assessment and
designate whether the potential for jurisdictions wetlands or non-wetland waters is present within
the Study Area. Although general areas of potential wetlands will be described, the wetland
assessment is not a protocol-level wetland delineation and the boundaries of any potential
wetland features will not be specifically mapped. A wetland delineation can be conducted under
a separate scope of work if required.

•

A biological constraints map will be prepared to identify the locations of sensitive biological
resources within the Study Area and adjacent or nearby resources that may be impacted by
general development. The map will include any buffers and setbacks for biological resources as
specified by appropriate local, State and Federal policies or regulations, if warranted. If any
sensitive species or other sensitive habitats are observed during the site visit, they will be
reported.

•

A report will be prepared that summarizes the results of the database and literature search and
site assessment findings. The purpose of the report is to describe the biological constraints that
exist or potentially exist in the Study Area and describe potential regulatory requirements for those
resources.

•

This constraints analysis will address only potential general activities and will not address any
specific construction plans for the site, specific impacts, or mitigations to reduce or avoid impacts.
The constraints analysis is intended for planning purposes and will not generally be suitable for
CEQA review.

WRA will meet with the City on the day of the field visit. A second brief phone or internet meeting will
be conducted for delivery of the draft report to discuss the results of the Biological Constraints Analysis.
SCHEDULE
Work for Task 1, the Biological Constraints Assessment, can begin upon execution of this Scope of Work.
WRA will conduct the analysis and field study within three weeks of approval and written authorization to
proceed. A draft constraints report will be prepared within three weeks of the field studies.
ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions were made in the preparation of this Scope of Work:
•
•

The Client will provide a location map for the property as well as designating those portions of the
property for which development is proposed.
WRA will utilize the Marin County GIS layers to determine boundaries of the parcels to define the
Study Area. County data is often not accurate as land survey data. Alternatively, the Client will

Scope of Work and Estimated Cost

5 San Andreas Drive Project, WRA project #28220, August 2018
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

provide the project design in digital format (such as AutoCAD or GIS), properly referenced to a
geographic coordinate system.
The Client will provide access to the site and arrangements for opening any gates or fences.
Any previous environmental reports supplied to the client should be copied and provided to WRA
prior to the field investigation.
Any previous correspondence with federal or state regulatory or resource agencies that relate to
biological issues will be provided to WRA prior to the field investigation.
The report will be suitable for preliminary Project planning but will not contain CEQA impacts and
mitigation measures.
No focused or protocol-level surveys, including wetland delineations, are proposed for this scope
of work.
The boundaries of wetland resources will not be accurately mapped under Task 1. Mapping under
this Biological Constraints Assessment does not constitute the full jurisdictional documentation
that would be prepared under a separate scope of work.
Work under this scope of work will be completed within three months of the executed contract. If
work is required beyond this timeframe, additional scope may be required.

STAFFING
Phil Greer will be the Principal in Charge. Sean Avent will act as Project Manager and will oversee day
to day tasks and the preparation of the biological site assessment report. They will be assisted by
biologists and GIS Specialists as necessary.
LIMITATIONS
This biological constraints assessment is based on a limited site investigation and is not conclusive as to
the presence or absence of any special status species, wetland, stream, or riparian area. The opinions
are based on best professional judgment of a qualified biologist at the time of the study and with the
information available as provided in publicly available databases and from the client. Confirmation of
presence or absence of any special status species requires specific protocol surveys which are not
included in this scope of work. Confirmation of the extent and formal documentation of the limits of the
aquatic resources areas that may be present in the Study Area requires additional work that is not
included in this scope.
ESTIMATED COST
The estimated cost for these services is provided below. This cost is based on assumptions provided
in the Scope of Work and the preferred client rates. The estimated cost may be subject to change
based on specific conditions that arise during the conduct of this work. All work is based on a Time and
Materials basis. This cost is valid through December 31, 2018.
Task

Budget

1. Biological Constraints Survey, Map, and Memorandum

$9,000

Total

$9,000

Scope of Work and Estimated Cost

5 San Andreas Drive Project, WRA project #28220, August 2018
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This Scope of Work is subject to the Terms and Conditions attached hereto and incorporated herein as
Exhibit A.

(Approval / Signature Page Follows)

Scope of Work and Estimated Cost

5 San Andreas Drive Project, WRA project #28220, August 2018
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Approval to Proceed
To authorize WRA’s services and to signify their mutual intent to be legally bound by this Scope of Work
and Exhibit A, authorized representatives of the parties hereby execute this agreement, effective upon
the date when both parties have signed below.

For Client

____________________________________________________________

_________________

Signature

Date

____________________________________________________________
Printed Name and Title

____________________________________________________________
Email Address

Billing Information:

__________________________________________________________________________________
Name and Email (if different from above)
Scope of Work and Estimated Cost

5 San Andreas Drive Project, WRA project #28220, August 2018

5
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EXHIBIT A
WRA, INC. – STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. STANDARD OF CARE: The standard of care for all professional services performed or furnished by WRA under this
Agreement will be consistent with that degree of care and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the same profession
currently practicing under similar circumstances in the same locality. No other warranty, express or implied, is made or
intended as related to the services provided. All estimates, recommendations, and opinions of WRA will be based upon the
information available to WRA at the time. Any such estimates, recommendations, and opinions are not a guarantee or
warranty as to a specific outcome or result. Further, Client agrees that WRA is not offering investment advice or services.
2. SCOPE OF WORK; CHANGE ORDERS: The services to be performed under this Agreement are outlined in the attached
Scope of Work. Client understands that laws and regulations are constantly changing, and that the reactions of government
agencies and the public cannot be predicted. WRA shall not be liable for any delay that results from any cause beyond its
reasonable control that may require additional field work, agency consultation, and/or public hearings. In the event of a
change to WRA’s scope of services, through no fault of WRA, the compensation and timing for services under this
Agreement shall be equitably adjusted. Any such change shall be agreed to by both parties in the form of an executed
Change Order. If Client requests that WRA procure certain materials, the parties shall execute a Change Order.
3. ESTIMATED COST; PAYMENT: The estimated cost of WRA’s services is outlined in the attached Scope of Work, based on
the assumptions and limitations outlined therein, and is subject to change based on specific conditions that arise during the
performance of services. Labor rates are subject to an annual increase each January. Reimbursable expenses, including
subcontractor fees, mileage, postage, and equipment are charged at cost plus ten percent (10%).
WRA will invoice Client for its services monthly, based on time and expenses for actual work completed, or based on the
percentage of work completed if a fixed fee is arranged. Payment is due in full within 20 days of the date on the invoice. A
service charge of one and one half percent (1.5%) per month may be added to account balances over 30 days past due. If
Client disagrees with any portion of an invoice, it shall notify WRA within 10 days of receipt of the invoice, and shall promptly
pay the portion not in dispute. If WRA requires Client to pay a retainer, the retainer amount will be applied to the final invoice
under the Scope of Work. Any amount invoiced in excess of the retainer on the final invoice will be due and payable to
WRA, and any unused portion of the retainer will be refunded to Client within thirty (30) days of the date on the final invoice.
4. CONFIDENTIALITY: All data, documents, discussions and other information received from and developed for Client in
performance of this Agreement are assumed to be confidential and will not be disclosed to any person, except as authorized
in writing by Client, or as required by law. Information shall not be deemed confidential if it is or has become generally
known without any breach by WRA of this Agreement, or was rightfully acquired by WRA from a third party who was entitled
to disclose the information without confidentiality or proprietary restrictions.
5. WORK PRODUCTS: Reports, opinions, and other products of WRA’s services under this Agreement are for the sole use
of Client. Client understands and agrees that all reports, recommendations and other materials resulting from WRA’s efforts
are intended solely for purposes of this Agreement, and that any reuse or modification for purposes outside this Agreement
shall be at Client’s sole risk, and must be authorized in writing by WRA.
6. CLIENT DUTIES: Client agrees to (a) provide complete requirements for, and all information pertinent to, the Scope of
Work; (b) provide or arrange for legal access and entry to project sites; (c) provide any notices required to enable WRA’s
services, or provide WRA with authorization to provide such notices; (d) give prompt written notice to WRA whenever Client
becomes aware of any development that affects the scope or timing of WRA’s services; (e) make reasonable efforts to
ensure safe working conditions for WRA staff, including prompt notice of any known hazardous condition at project sites. If
the presence of an unanticipated hazardous condition is discovered during the performance of services under this
Agreement, WRA shall cease work and determine the health and safety precautions necessary to continue services, and
will be entitled to an equitable adjustment to the compensation and timing for services under this Agreement.
WRA shall be entitled to rely upon the information provided by Client and its representatives. Client shall be fully responsible
for any costs, delays, or penalties that result from Client’s non-compliance with applicable laws relating to the operation of
its business, or due to any error, inaccuracy, ambiguity, or omission in the information provided by Client to WRA.
7. LEGAL COUNSEL: WRA may provide guidance related to government regulations; however, WRA will not and does not
provide legal advice, and Client is advised to consult with independent legal counsel in order to interpret current laws related
to regulatory compliance. Client should also consult legal counsel prior to taking any actions on project sites, either before
or after permit issuance. Client assumes full responsibility for all of its own actions conducted on project sites that may lead
to enforcement actions by the federal or state government, or other quasi-regulatory or administrative agency, including any
and all liabilities arising out of such enforcement actions.
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8. NONDISCRIMINATION: WRA and Client shall abide by the requirements of 41 CFR Parts 60 et seq. (which implement
Executive Order No. 11246, Equal Employment Opportunity) and any other applicable federal statutes, orders, regulations,
and policies. These regulations prohibit discrimination against qualified individuals based on their status as protected
veterans or individuals with disabilities, and prohibit discrimination against all individuals based on their race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin. Moreover, these regulations require that covered consultants take affirmative action to employ and
advance individuals without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, protected veteran status or disability.
9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: In no event, whether as a result of breach of contract, warranty, tort (including negligence and
strict liability) or otherwise, shall WRA be liable for any special, consequential, incidental, or punitive damages. WRA’s
maximum liability to Client for any and all loss or damage arising out of this Agreement shall be limited to the repair,
replacement or re-performance of the delivered services if notified within one year of such loss or damage, or if repair,
replacement or re-performance is impossible or impractical, then to the lesser of the fees paid to WRA per the Scope of
Work or the insurance proceeds made available to WRA for such liability.
10. INDEMNIFICATION: Client and WRA each agree to indemnify and hold harmless the other party and its officers, directors,
partners, and employees, from all liabilities arising from claims by third parties, including reasonable attorneys’ fees and
expenses, solely to the extent they are actually caused by the negligence of the indemnifying party arising out of the
performance of this Agreement, and subject to any limitations of liability contained in this Agreement.
If WRA’s services include construction management, WRA has no duty to direct or supervise any separate consultants or
contractors of Client, or to provide their means, methods, or sequences, or to stop or otherwise suspend their activities.
WRA shall not be responsible for the failure of Client’s separate consultants or contractors to fulfill their responsibilities, and
Client agrees to indemnify and hold harmless WRA against any liabilities arising out of such failures.
11. TERMINATION: Either party may terminate the Agreement (a) in the event of a material breach by the other party that is
not cured within seven (7) days after written notice of such breach, or (b) for any reason upon thirty (30) days’ advance
notice to the other party. All work completed up to the effective notice of termination will be due and payable by Client, and
all deliverables prepared by WRA up to such time shall be provided to Client.
12. FORCE MAJEURE: WRA shall not be responsible for delay in the performance of its obligations under this Agreement
caused by an occurrence or circumstance beyond its control, including but not limited to, severe weather or other natural
catastrophes; terrorism, war, riots, strikes, lockouts or other disturbances; or acts of the government or any governmental
agencies. To the extent that WRA’s services are delayed by such events, WRA will be entitled to an equitable adjustment
to the timing for services under this Agreement.
13. DISPUTE RESOLUTION: Client and WRA agree that any disputes related to this Agreement shall first be submitted to
mediation in accordance with the Construction Industry Mediation Rules of the American Arbitration Association, effective
as of the date of this Agreement. Each party is responsible for payment of its own costs for mediation.
14. GOVERNING LAW: This Agreement and any action for claims arising out of it shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of California. The parties irrevocably and unconditionally submit to the exclusive
jurisdiction and venue (and waive any objections as to laying of venue) of (a) the United States District Court for the Northern
District of California (San Francisco), or (b) if such court lacks subject matter jurisdiction, the Superior Courts of the State of
California, County of Marin. Each party irrevocably waives any right to object that the court does not have jurisdiction over
the substance of claims or disputes or a party.
15. NOTICES: Any notice provided for under this Agreement will be given in writing to the parties at the physical and/or email
addresses set forth in the Scope of Work, or to such other addresses as either party may later specify. Notice shall be
effective on the date of service if served personally, on the second day after mailing if mailed by first class mail, or upon
acknowledgement of receipt if sent by email.
16. OTHER PROVISIONS: This Agreement, including the attached Scope of Work, constitutes the entire agreement between
the parties relating to the subject matter contained herein, and supersede all prior and contemporaneous representations,
agreements, or understandings between the parties, except to the extent the parties have executed a separate
confidentiality or non-disclosure agreement, which shall remain in full force and effect. If any provision of this Agreement is
held to be void, invalid, or otherwise unenforceable, in whole or in part, the other provisions shall remain in full force and
effect. No amendment or supplement of this Agreement shall be binding unless in writing signed by both parties. No waiver
of any one provision of this Agreement shall constitute a waiver of any other provision. Except for permitted successors,
assigns, and WRA subsidiaries and affiliates, this Agreement shall not operate for the benefit of any third parties. Neither
party may assign this Agreement without the prior written consent of the other. The section headings herein are provided
for convenience, and shall not be taken into consideration in the interpretation of this Agreement.
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August 23, 2018
File: 1 8-9994pro.doc
City of Novato
922 Machin Ave
Novato, CA 94945
Attn:

Mr. David Dammuller

Re:

Proposal for Geotechnical Services
San Mann Property APN 124-01-08/09
Novato, California 94945
-

Introduction
Based on our discussions, we are pleased to propose our geotechnical services to aid in the
development of a property located south of San Mann Blvd. and east of San Andreas Drive in
Novato, California. We understand the project includes residential development of the property.
We customarily provide our services in phases to match project development. Based on our
experience with similar projects we recommend the following phases of work:
Phase 1

—

Geotechnical Feasibility Evaluation

We will review readily available geotechnical and geologic information regarding the project site.
Additionally, we will perform a site reconnaissance to observe the existing site conditions
relative to the proposed development. Based on the results of our document review and site
reconnaissance, we will prepare a Geotechnical Feasibility Report that will include anticipated
geologic hazards and mitigation measures associated with the proposed project, anticipated
foundation conditions, anticipated site grading conditions, geologic and geotechnical issues that
could affect development, and our opinion on the feasibility of the proposed project.
Phase 2

—

Geotechnical Investigation

We will perform a subsurface exploration with 3-days of borings excavated with track or truck
mounted drilling equipment. We anticipate the borings will extend 10 to 30-feet below the
existing ground surface or at least 5-feet into firm materials. During our exploration we will
collect select soil samples for laboratory testing. We anticipate our testing will include moisture
content, dry density, unconfined compressive strength, and plasticity index tests.
We will prepare a geotechnical investigation report to aid in the design and construction of the
proposed improvements. Our report will include a summary of the existing subsurface
conditions, a summary of the pertinent geologic hazards and associated mitigation measures,
seismic, site grading, retaining wall, foundation, subsurface drainage, underground utilities and
pavement design criteria and recommendations. The report will also include a site plan
showing our approximate boring locations, boring logs, and laboratory test results.

504 Redwood Blvd., Suite 220

•

Novato, California 94947

•

1 (415)382-3444

F (415)382-3450
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City of Novato
Page 2

August 23, 2018

Schedule and Fee
We propose our services per the terms on the attached Agreement and Schedule of Charges
and the following fee arrangements:
Phase I

—

Geotechnical Feasibility Evaluation

Fixed Fee, $2,800
Time and Expense, Estimate, $15,000*

Phase 2— Geotechnical lnvestigation

*Scope and budget to be confirmed after Phase I.
We are pleased to have the opportunity to provide geotechnical services on this project and are
prepared to begin our work soon after your authorization. When you wish us to proceed, please
return one signed copy of the Agreement. If you have any questions regarding our proposal,
please do not hesitate to call.
Very truly yours,
MILLER PACIFIC ENGINEERING GROUP

Scott Stephens
Geotechnical Engineer No. 2398
(Expires 6/30/1 9)
Attachments: Agreement and Schedule of Charges
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AGREEMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING AND TESTING SERVICES
This AGREEMENT is made between MILLER PACIFIC ENGINEERING GROUP (“MPEG”), a California
Corporation, and the CLIENT to provide Professional Engineering and Testing Services with respect to the
PROJECT, with the following GENERAL CONDITIONS and for the FEE as described below and on the
attached pages.
1.0

2.0

CLIENT NAME:

City of Novato
Attn: Mr. David Dammuller

ADDRESS:

922 Machin Ave
Novato, CA 94945

CLIENT #:

PW2O1 8-9994

PROJECT:

Property Development

LOCATION:

3.0

San Mann Properly APN 124-01 -08/09
Novato, California
-

SCOPE OF SERVICES:

Geotechnical Engineering Services as outlined in our proposal
letter dated August 23, 2018:
Phase 1
Phase 2

4.0

FEE:

—

—

Geotechnical Feasibility Evaluation
Geotechnical Investigation

Phase 1 Fixed Fee
Phase 2 Time and Expense, Estimate
*Scope and budget to be confirmed after Phase 1.

$2,800
$1 5,000*

—

—

DATE:

8/23/2018

FOR MPEG:
Scott Stephens, Geotechnical Engineer No. 2938

DATE:

FOR CLIENT:
THIS PROPOSAL IS VALID FOR 60 DAYS FROM THE PROPOSAL DATE.

AGREEMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING AND TESTING SERVICES

504 Redwood Blvd., Suite 220

•

Novato, California 94947

April 2018
Page 1 of 8

•

T (415) 382-3444

F (415) 382-3450
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GENERAL CONDITIONS

failed to perform services that Client instructs MPEG not
to perform.

1. DEFINITIONS

2.3.2. Biological Pollutants. MPEG’s Scope of
Services specifically excludes the investigation,
detection, prevention or assessment of the presence of
Biological Pollutants. The term “Biological Pollutants”
includes, but is not limited to, molds, fungi, spores,
bacteria, viruses, and/or any of their byproducts.

1.1. Contract Documents. Plans, specifications, and
agreements between Client and Contractors, including
addenda, amendments, supplementary instructions, and
change orders.
1.2. Contractor. The contractor or contractors retained
to construct the Project for which MPEG is providing
Services under this Agreement.
1.3. Day(s). Calendar day(s) unless otherwise stated.
1.4. Hazardous Materials. The term Hazardous
Materials means any toxic substances, chemicals,
radioactivity, pollutants or other materials, in whatever
form or state, known or suspected to impair the
environment in any way whatsoever. Hazardous
Materials include, but are not limited to, those substances
defined, designated or listed in any federal, state or local
law, regulation or ordinance concerning hazardous
wastes, toxic substances or pollution.
1.5. Services. The Services provided by MPEG as set
forth in this Agreement, the Scope of Services, and any
written amendment to this Agreement.
1.6. Work. The labor, materials, equipment, and
services required to complete the work described in the
Contract Documents.
2. SCOPE OF SERVICES
MPEG will perform the scope of Services per Page 1 of
the agreement.
2.1. Changes in Scope. If MPEG provides Client with
a written confirmation of a change in the Scope of
Services, it will become an amendment to this Agreement
unless Client objects in writing within 5 business days
after receipt. All Services performed by MPEG on the
Project are subject to the terms and limitations of this
Agreement. If Services are performed, but the parties do
not reach agreement concerning modifications to the
Scope of Services or compensation, then the terms and
limitations of this Agreement apply to such Services,
except for the payment terms. The parties agree to
resolve disputes concerning modifications to scope or
compensation pursuant to Section 19, “Disputes.”
2.2. Licenses. MPEG will procure and maintain
business and professional licenses and registrations
necessary to provide its Services.
2.3. Excluded Services. MPEG’s Services under this
Agreement include only those Services specified in the
Scope of Services.
2.3.1. General. Client expressly waives any claim
against MPEG resulting from its failure to perform
recommended additional Services that Client has not
authorized MPEG to perform, and any claim that MPEG
AGREEMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING AND TESTING SERVICES

MPEG’s Scope of Services will not include any
interpretations,
recommendations,
findings,
or
conclusions pertaining to Biological Pollutants. Client
agrees that MPEG has no liability for any claims alleging
a failure to investigate, detect, prevent, assess, or make
recommendations for preventing, controlling, or abating
Biological Pollutants. Furthermore, Client agrees to
defend, indemnify, and hold harmless MPEG from all
claims by any third party concerning Biological Pollutants,
except for damages caused by MPEG’s sole negligence.
3. PAYMENTS TO MPEG
3.1. Basic Services. MPEG will perform the Services
set forth per the Scope of Services for the Fee and per the
Schedule of Charges shown on Page 1 and Page 8 of this
Agreement.
3.2. Additional Services. Any Services performed
under this Agreement, except those Services expressly
identified in the attached Scope of Services, will be
provided on a time and materials basis unless otherwise
specifically agreed to in writing by both parties.
3.3. Estimate of Fees. MPEG will, to the best of its
ability, perform the Services and accomplish the
objectives defined in this Agreement within any written
cost estimate provided by MPEG. Client recognizes that
changes in scope and schedule, and unforeseen
circumstances can all influence the successful completion
of Services within the estimated cost. The use of an
estimate of fees or of a “not to exceed” limitation is not a
guarantee that the Services will be completed for that
amount; rather, it indicates that MPEG shall not incur fees
and expenses in excess of the estimate or limitation
amount without obtaining Client’s agreement to do so.
3.4. Rates. Client will pay MPEG at the rates set forth
in the Schedule of Charges.
3.4.1. Changes to Rates. Client and MPEG agree
that the Schedule of Charges is subject to periodic review
and amendment, as appropriate to reflect MPEG’s current
lee structure. Unless Client objects in writing to the
proposed amended fee structure within 30 days of
invoice, the amended fee structure will be incorporated
into this Agreement and will then supersede any prior fee
structure. If Client timely objects to the amended fee
structure within 30 days, and MPEG and Client cannot
agree upon a new fee structure within 30 days after
notice, MPEG may terminate this Agreement and be

April 2018
Page 2 of 8
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compensated
“Termination.”

as

set

forth

under

Section

18,

3.4.2. Prevailing Wages. Unless Client specifically
informs MPEG in writing that prevailing wage regulations
cover the Project and the Scope of Services identifies it
as covered by such regulations, Client will reimburse,
defend, indemnify and hold harmless MPEG from and
against any liability resulting from a subsequent
determination that prevailing wage regulations cover the
Project, including all costs, fines and attorneys’ fees.
3.5. Payment liming; Late Charge. All invoices are
due upon receipt. All amounts unpaid 30 days after the
invoice date will include a late payment charge from the
date of the invoice, at the rate 011-1/2% per month or the
highest rate permitted by law.
4. STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE; DISCLAIMER OF
WARRANTIES
4.1. Level of Service. MPEG offers different levels of
Services to suit the desires and needs of different clients.
Although the possibility of error can never be eliminated,
more detailed and extensive Services yield more
information and reduce the probability of error, but at
increased cost. Client must determine the level of
Services adequate for its purposes. Client has reviewed
the Scope of Services and has determined that it does not
need or want a greater level of Services than that being
provided.
4.2. Standard of Care. Subject to the limitations
inherent in the agreed Scope of Services as to the degree
of care, the amount of time and expenses to be incurred,
and subject to any other limitations contained in this
Agreement, MPEG will endeavor to perform its Services
consistent with that level of care and skill ordinarily
exercised by other professional practicing in the same
locale and under similar circumstances at the time the
Services are performed.
4.3. No Warranty. No warranty, express or implied, is
included or intended by this Agreement.
5. ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Client acknowledges that construction and project
development are subject to many influences that are not
subject to precise forecasting and are outside of MPEG’s
control. Client further acknowledges that actual costs
incurred may vary substantially from the estimates
prepared by MPEG and that MPEG does not warrant or
guaranty the accuracy of construction or development
cost estimates.
6. CONSTRUCTION PHASE SERVICES
If MPEG’s Scope of Services includes observation and/or
testing during the course of construction, the following
conditions apply.

AGREEMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING AND TESTING SERVICES

6.1. Construction Observation.
6.1.1. Site Meetings & Visits. MPEG will participate
in job site meetings as requested by Client, and, unless
otherwise requested by Client, visit the site at times
specified in the Scope of Services or, if not specified in
the Scope of Services at intervals as MPEG deems
appropriate to the various stages of construction to
observe the geotechnical conditions encountered by
Contractor and the progress and quality of the
geotechnical aspects of the Work. Based on information
obtained during such visits and on such observations,
MPEG may inform Client of the progress of the
geotechnical aspects of the Work. Client understands that
MPEG may not be on site continuously; and, unless
expressly agreed otherwise, MPEG will not observe all of
the Work.
6.1.2. Contractor’s Performance. MPEG does not,
and cannot, warrant or guarantee that all of the
geotechnical Work performed by Contractor meets the
requirements of MPEG’s geotechnical recommendations
or the plans and specifications for such geotechnical
Work; nor can MPEG be responsible for Contractor’s
failure to perform the Work in accordance with the plans,
specifications or the recommendations of MPEG.
6.1.3. Contractor’s Responsibilities. MPEG will not
supervise, direct or have control over the Work nor will
MPEG have authority over or responsibility for the means,
methods, techniques, sequences or procedures of
construction selected by Contractor for the geotechnical
aspects of the Project; for safety precautions and
programs incident to the Work; nor for any failure of
Contractor to comply with Laws and Regulations
applicable to Contractor furnishing and performing its
Work.
6.1.4. Final Report. At the conclusion of
Construction Phase Services, MPEG may provide Client
with a written report summarizing the tests and
observations, if any, made by MPEG.
6.2. Review of Contractor’s Submittals. If included in
the Scope of Work, MPEG will review and take
appropriate action on the Contractor’s submittals, such as
shop drawings, product data, samples, and other required
submittals. MPEG will review such submittals solely for
general conformance with MPEG’s design, and will not
include review for the following, all of which will remain the
responsibility of the
Contractor:
accuracy or
completeness of details, quantities or dimensions;
construction means, methods, sequences or procedures;
coordination among trades; or construction safety.
6.3. Tests. Tests performed by MPEG on finished Work
or Work in progress are taken intermittently and indicates
the general acceptability of the Work on a statistical basis.
MPEG’s tests and observations of the Work are not a
guarantee of the quality of Work and do not relieve other
parties from their responsibility to perform their Work in

April 2018
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accordance with applicable plans, specifications and
requirements.
7. CLIENT’S RESPONSIBILITIES

Client cannot agree upon amended terms and conditions
within 30 days after notice, MPEG may terminate this
Agreement and be compensated as set forth in Section
18, “Termination.”

In addition to payment for the Services performed under
this Agreement, Client agrees to:

9. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

7.1. Cooperation. Assist and cooperate with MPEG in
any manner necessary and within its ability to facilitate
MPEG’s performance under this Agreement.
7.2. Representative. Designate a representative with
authority to receive all notices and information pertaining
to this Agreement, communicate Client’s policies and
decisions, and assist as necessary in matters pertaining
to the Project and this Agreement. Client’s representative
will be subject to change by written notice.
7.3. Rights of Entry. Provide access to and/or obtain
permission for MPEG to enter upon all property, whether
or not owned by Client, as required to perform and
complete the Services. MPEG will operate with
reasonable care to minimize damage to the Project
Site(s). However, Client recognizes that MPEG’s
operations and the use of investigative equipment may
unavoidably alter conditions or affect the environment at
the existing Project Site(s). The cost of repairing such
damage will be borne by Client and is not included in the
fee unless otherwise stated.
7.4. Relevant Information. Supply MPEG with all
information and documents in Client’s possession or
knowledge which are relevant to MPEG’s Services. Client
warrants the accuracy of any information supplied by it to
MPEG, and acknowledges that MPEG is entitled to rely
upon such information without verifying its accuracy. Prior
to the commencement of any Services in connection with
a specific property, Client will notify MPEG of any known
potential or possible health or safety hazard existing on or
near the Project Site, with particular reference to
Hazardous Materials or conditions.
7.5. Subsurface Structures. Correctly designate on
plans to be furnished to MPEG the location of all
subsurface structures, such as pipes, tanks, cables and
utilities within the property lines of the Project Site(s), and
be responsible for any damage inadvertently caused by
MPEG to any such structure or utility not so designated.
MPEG is not liable to Client for any losses, damages or
claims arising from damage to subterranean structures or
utilities that were not correctly shown on plans furnished
by Client to MPEG.
8. CHANGED CONDITIONS
If MPEG discovers conditions or circumstances that it had
not contemplated at the commencement of this
Agreement (“Changed Conditions”), MPEG will notify
Client in writing of the Changed Conditions. Client and
MPEG agree that they will then renegotiate in good faith
the terms and conditions of this Agreement. If MPEG and
AGREEMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING AND TESTING SERVICES

Client understands that MPEG’s Services under this
Agreement are limited to geotechnical investigation and
that MPEG has no responsibility to locate, identify,
evaluate, treat or otherwise consider or deal with
Hazardous Materials. Client is solely responsible for
notifying all appropriate federal, state, municipal or other
governmental agencies, including the potentially affected
public, of the existence of any Hazardous Materials
located on or in the Project site, or located during the
performance of this Agreement. The existence or
discovery of Hazardous Materials constitutes a Changed
Condition under this Agreement.
10. CERTIFICATIONS
Client agrees not to requite that MPEG execute any
certification with regard to Services performed or Work
tested and/or observed under this Agreement unless: 1)
MPEG believes that it has performed sufficient Services
to provide a sufficient basis to issue the certification; 2)
MPEG believes that the Services performed or Work
tested and/or observed meet the criteria of the
certification; and 3) MPEG has reviewed and approved in
writing the exact form of such certification prior to
execution of this Agreement. Any certification by MPEG
is limited to an expression of professional opinion based
upon the Services performed by MPEG, and does not
constitute a warranty or guaranty, either expressed or
implied.
11. ALLOCATION OF RISK
11.1. Limitation of Liability. The total cumulative
liability of MPEG, its subconsultants and subcontractors,
and all of their respective shareholders, directors, officers,
employees, and agents (collectively “MPEG Entities”), to
Client arising from Services under this Agreement,
including attorney’s fees due under this Agreement, will
not exceed the gross compensation received by MPEG
under this Agreement or $50,000, whichever is greater;
provided, however, that such liability is further limited as
described below. This limitation applies to all lawsuits,
claims, or actions for errors or omissions in MPEG’s
Services, whether alleged to arise in tort, contract,
warranty, or other legal theory. Upon Client’s written
request, MPEG and Client may agree to increase the
limitation to a greater amount in exchange for a
negotiated increase in MPEG’s fee, provided that they
amend this Agreement in writing as provided in Section
20.

April 2018
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11.2. Indemnification.
11 .2.1. Indemnification of Client. Subject to the
provisions and limitations of this Agreement, MPEG
agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Client, its
shareholders, officers, directors, employees, and agents
from and against any and all claims, suits, liabilities,
damages, expenses (including without limitation
reasonable attorney’s fees and costs of defense), or other
losses (collectively “Losses”) to the extent caused by
MPEG’s negligent performance of its Services under this
Agreement.
11.2.2. Indemnification of MPEG. Client will
indemnify and hold harmless MPEG Entities from and
against any and all Losses to the extent caused by the
negligence of Client, its employees, agents and
contractors. In addition, except to the extent caused by
MPEG’s sole negligence, Client expressly agrees to
defend, indemnify and hold harmless MPEG Entities from
and against any and all Losses arising from or related to
the existence, disposal, release, discharge, treatment or
transportation of Hazardous Materials, or the exposure of
any person to Hazardous Materials, or the degradation of
the environment due to the presence, discharge, disposal,
release of or exposure to Hazardous Material.
11.3. Consequential Damages. Neither Client nor
MPEG will be liable to the other for any special,
consequential, incidental, or penal losses or damages
including but not limited to losses, damages, or claims
related to the unavailability of property or facilities,
shutdowns or service interruptions, loss of use, profits,
revenue, or inventory, or for use charges, cost of capital,
or claims of the other party and/or its customers.
11.4. Continuing Agreement. The indemnity
obligations and the limitations of liability established under
this Agreement will survive the expiration or termination
of this Agreement. If MPEG provides Services to Client
that the parties do not confirm through execution of an
amendment to this Agreement, the obligations of the
parties to indemnify each other and the limitations on
liability established under this Agreement apply to such
Services as if the parties had executed an amendment.
12. INSURANCE
12.1. MPEG’s Insurance. MPEG will obtain,
reasonably available, the following coverages:

if

12.1.1. Statutory Workers’ Compensation /
Employer’s Liability Insurance;
12.1.2. Commercial General Liability Insurance with
a combined single limit of $1,000,000 per occurrence and
$2,000,000 general aggregate;
12.1 .3. Automobile Liability Insurance, including
liability for all owned, hired and non-owned vehicles with
minimum limits of $1,000,000 for bodily injury per person,
$1,000,000 property damage, and $1,000,000 combined
single limit per occurrence; and,
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12.1.4. MPEG maintains Professional Liability
Insurance for our own benefit.
12.2. Contractor’s Insurance. Client or Project Owner
will require owner’s Contractor, subcontractors and
consultants to purchase and maintain General Liability,
Builder’s
Risk,
Automobile
Liability,
Workers’
Compensation, and Employer’s Liability insurance with
limits no less than as set forth above.
12.3. Certificates of Insurance. Upon request, MPEG
and Client will each provide the other with certificate(s) of
insurance evidencing the existence of the policies
required herein. Except for Professional Liability and
Workers’ Compensation Insurance, all policies required
herein shall contain a waiver of subrogation.
13. OWNERSHIP AND USE OF DOCUMENTS
13.1. Client Documents. All documents provided by
Client will remain the property of Client. MPEG will return
all such documents to Client upon request, but may retain
file copies of such documents.
13.2. MPEG’s Documents. Unless otherwise agreed in
writing, all documents and information prepared by MPEG
or obtained by MPEG from any third party in connection
with the performance of Services, including, but not
limited to, MPEG’s reports, boring logs, maps, field data,
field notes, drawings and specifications, laboratory test
data and other similar documents (collectively
“Documents”) are the property of MPEG. MPEG has the
right, in its sole discretion, to dispose of or retain the
Documents.
13.3. Use of Documents. All Documents prepared by
MPEG are solely for use by Client and will not be provided
by either party to any other person or entity without
MPEG’s prior written consent.
13.3.1. Use by Client. Client has the right to reuse
the Documents for purposes reasonably connected with
the Project for which the Services are provided, including
without limitation design and licensing requirements of the
Project.
13.3.2. Use by MPEG. MPEG retains the right of
ownership with respect to any patentable concepts or
copyrightable materials arising from its Services and the
right to use the Documents for any purpose.
13.4. Electronic Media. MPEG may agree at Client’s
request to provide Documents and information in an
electronic format. Client recognizes that Documents or
other information recorded on or transmitted as electronic
media are subject to undetectable alteration due to
(among other causes) transmission, conversion, media
degradation, software error, or human alteration.
Accordingly, all Documents and information provided by
MPEG in electronic media are for informational purposes
only and not as final documentation. Unless otherwise
defined in the Scope of Services, MPEG’s electronic
Documents and media will conform to MPEG’s standards.
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MPEG will provide any requested electronic Documents
for a 30-day acceptance period, and MPEG will correct
any defects reported by Client to MPEG during this
period. MPEG makes no warranties, either express or
implied, regarding the fitness or suitability of any
electronic Documents or media.
13.5. Unauthorized Reuse. No party other than Client
may rely and Client will not represent to any other party
that it may rely on Documents without MPEG’s express
prior written consent and receipt of additional
compensation. Client will not permit disclosure, mention,
or communication of, or reference to the Documents in
any offering circular, securities offering, loan application,
real estate sales documentation, or similar promotional
material without MPEG’s express prior written consent.
Client waives any and all claims against MPEG resulting
in any way from the unauthorized reuse or alteration of
Documents by itself or anyone obtaining them through
client. Client will defend, indemnify and hold harmless
MPEG from and against any claim, action or proceeding
brought by any party claiming to rely upon information or
opinions contained Documents provided to such person
or entity, published, disclosed or referred to without
MPEG’s prior written consent.
14. SAMPLES AND CUTTINGS
14.1. Sample Retention. If MPEG provides laboratory
testing or analytic Services, MPEG will preserve such soil,
rock, water, or other samples as it deems necessary for
the Project, but no longer than 45 days after issuance of
any Documents that include the data obtained from these
samples. Client will promptly pay and be responsible for
the removal and lawful disposal of all contaminated
samples, cuttings, Hazardous Materials, and other
hazardous substances.
14.2. Monitoring Wells. Client will take custody of all
monitoring wells and probes installed during any
investigation by MPEG, and will take any and all
necessary steps for the proper maintenance, repair or
closure of such wells or probes at Client’s expense.
15. RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES
MPEG will perform Services under this Agreement as an
independent contractor.
16. ASSIGNMENT AND SUBCONTRACTS
Neither party may assign this Agreement, in whole or in
part, without the prior written consent of the other party,
except for an assignment of proceeds for financing
purposes. MPEG may subcontract for the services of
others without obtaining Client’s consent if MPEG deems
it necessary or desirable for others to perform certain
Services.
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17. SUSPENSION AND DELAYS
17.1. Procedures. Client may, at any time by 10 days
written notice suspend performance of all or any part of
the Services by MPEG. MPEG may terminate this
Agreement if Client suspends MPEG’s Services for more
than 60 days and Client will pay MPEG as set forth under
Section 18, “Termination.” If Client suspends MPEG’s
Services, or if Client or others delay MPEG’s Services,
Client and MPEG agree to equitably adjust: (1) the time
for completion of the Services; and (2) MPEG’s
compensation in accordance with MPEG’s then current
Schedule of Charges for the additional labor, equipment,
and other charges associated with maintaining its
workiorce for Client’s benefit during the delay or
suspension, or charges incurred by MPEG for
demobilization and subsequent remobilization.
17.2. Liability. MPEG is not liable to Client for any
failure to perform or delay in performance due to
circumstances beyond MPEG’s control, including but not
limited to pollution, contamination, or release of
hazardous substances, strikes, lockouts, riots, wars, fires,
flood, explosion, “acts of God,” adverse weather
conditions, acts of government, labor disputes, delays in
transportation or inability to obtain material and
equipment in the open market.
18. TERMINATION
18.1. Termination for Convenience. MPEG and Client
may terminate this Agreement for convenience upon 30
days written notice delivered or mailed to the other party.
18.2. Termination for Cause. In the event of material
breach of this Agreement, the party not breaching the
Agreement may terminate it upon 10 days written notice
delivered or mailed to the other party. The termination
notice shall state the basis for the termination. The
Agreement may not be terminated for cause if the
breaching party cures the breach within the 10-day
period.
18.3. Payment on Termination. Following termination
other than for MPEG’s material breach of this Agreement,
Client will pay MPEG for Services performed prior to the
termination notice date, and for any necessary Services
and expenses incurred in connection with the termination
of the Project, including but not limited to, the costs of
completing analysis, records and reports necessary to
document job status at the time of termination and costs
associated with termination of subcontractor contracts in
accordance with MPEG’s then current Schedule of
Charges.
19. DISPUTES
19.1. Mediation. All disputes between MPEG and
Client are subject to mediation. Either party may demand
mediation by serving a written notice stating the essential
nature of the dispute, amount of time or money claimed,
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and requiring that the matter be mediated within 45 days
of service of notice.

voidable, such portion will be deemed stricken and the
Agreement reformed to as closely approximate the
stricken portions as the law allows.

19.2. Precondition to Other Action. No action or suit
may be commenced unless the mediation did not occur
within 45 days after service of notice; or the mediation
occurred but did not resolve the dispute; or a statute of
limitation would elapse if suit was not filed prior to 45 days
after service of notice.

20.2. Modification of this Agreement. This
Agreement may not be modified or altered, except by a
written agreement signed by authorized representatives
of both parties and referring specifically to this
Agreement.

19.3. Choice of Law; Venue. This Agreement will be
construed in accordance with and governed by the laws
of the state in which the Project is located. Unless the
parties agree otherwise, any mediation or other legal
proceeding will occur in the state in which the Project is
located.

20.3. Notices. Any and all notices, requests,
instructions, or other communications given by either
party to the other must be in writing and either hand
delivered to the recipient or delivered by first-class mail
(postage prepaid) or express mail (billed to sender) at the
addresses given in this Agreement.

19.4. Statutes of Limitations. Any applicable statute
of limitations will be deemed to commence running on the
earlier of the date of substantial completion of MPEG’s
Services under this Agreement or the date on which
claimant knew, or should have known, of facts giving rise
to its claims.

20.4. Headings. The headings used in this Agreement
are for convenience only and are not a part of this
Agreement.
20.5. Waiver. The waiver of any term, conditions or
breach of this Agreement will not operate as a subsequent
waiver of the same term, condition, or breach.

20. MISCELLANEOUS
20.1. Integration and Severability. This Agreement
reflects the entire agreement of the parties with respect to
its terms and supersedes all prior agreements, whether
written or oral. If any portion of this Agreement is void or
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SCHEDULE OF CHARGES
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING AND TESTING SERVICES
Professional and Technical Personnel

Hourly Rate

Staff Engineer/Geologist— Level 1-3
Project Engineer/Geologist— Level 1-3
Senior Engineer/Geologist Level 1-3
Associate Engineer/Geologist— Level 1-3
Principal Level 1-3
Project Assistant/Word Processor
Technician Level 1-3
Senior Technician Level 1-2
Prevailing Wage

$95 -$105- $115
$125 -$135- $145
$165- $175- $185
$200 -$210- $220
$225-$235-$245
$80
$90 -$95- $100
$110 -$115
$140

—

Other Inside Charges
Mileage
Vehicle (Field)
Nuclear Density Gage
Inclinometer
Laser Level/Floor Level Equipment
Sampling and Video Equipment

$0.80 per mile
$9 per hour
$8 per test
$160 per day / $90 per half day
$25 per day
$50 per day! $30 half day

Outside Services

Cost + 20%
Exploration, drilling equipment and instrumentation, in-situ monitoring,
specialized laboratory testing, per diem, shipping, courier/delivery services,
outside reproduction, and other services and supplies not normally provided.

*NOTES:
Field site visits and travel time are normal hourly rates, portal to portal.
2.

Overtime
Overtime

—

—

Weekday & Saturday
Sunday/Holiday/Night

add $30
add $40

3.

Rates are for normal Geotechnical Engineering and Geological services.
Rates for depositions and testimony are $500 per hour for Principal; $450 per
hourforAssociate; and $400 per hourfor Senior. All other personnel are $300 per
hour. These fees are due and payable at the time of service.

4.

Schedule of charges is effective as of April 2018. It is subject to revision annually
and at other times without notice.
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